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Abstract
Statistical analysis is a crucial part of many research fields:
it is used by the researcher to validate her hypothesis and
to communicate her findings to the community. Null Hy-
pothesis Significance Testing (NHST), a commonly used
statistical analysis approach in many research fields, has
been criticized over the years due to the prevalence of mis-
conceptions and improper practice. We introduce StatPlay-
ground, an exploratory tool as a viable solution to the root
problem of statistical illiteracy. StatPlayground allows users
to control data characteristics (e.g., mean, variance of dis-
tributions) by directly manipulating visualizations (e.g., box
plots) to see the effect on the resulting inferential statistics
(e.g., p-value, effect size) and vice versa. We believe that
StatPlayground has the potential to help users improve cer-
tain statistical literacy skills. We elaborate on the motivation
behind this tool and demonstrate its features through use
cases.
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Introduction
NHST is an important part of many research fields such as
HCI [1], psychology [11], and medicine [13]. However, the
practice is strewn with several misconceptions and issues
[1, 4, 18]. An underlying cause of this problem is inade-
quate statistical literacy [1].

To resolve this problem at a pedagogical level, researchers
have identified commonly misunderstood statistical topics
[15] and proposed principles for improving teaching [6]. Re-
searchers have also made use of simulations (for particular
abstract concepts e.g., confidence intervals) to improve the
learning experience [10].

We introduce StatPlayground, an exploratory tool, as a po-
tential solution. StatPlayground performs statistical analysis
automatically. It does this by checking the statistical as-
sumptions (e.g., normality, homogeneity of variances) and,
based on which assumptions are satisfied, choosing the
appropriate test. While automation of the statistical analy-
sis process is not novel [16], StatPlayground also gives the
user the ability to explore statistical practice by 1) changing
the data properties to see how it impacts other data proper-
ties and the computed inferential statistics and 2) chang-
ing the computed inferential statistics to see how other
data properties change. We believe that such exploration
is novel and worth investigating.

Figure 1: Hovering over the
visualization reveals details.

Figure 2: Users can directly
manipulate the data: click-and-drag
to change the mean (top) and click
to create a data point (bottom).

StatPlayground is not intended to replace traditional instruction-
based learning. We believe it can improve certain statistical
literacy skills: the ability to make sense of statistical infor-
mation [5], identify the relationships between statistical con-
cepts [8], have better data awareness [12], and understand
statistical procedures better [7]. StatPlayground uses many
concepts shown to improve learning: active discovery learn-
ing [9, 3], animated transitions [14, 17], and simulations
[2, 10].

Figure 3: Non-linear sliders with intuitive tick marks.

System Description
Overview
StatPlayground allows the user to

1. Control data properties such as mean, median, out-
liers, and shape of the distribution by interactive vi-
sualizations and see the effect on the computed
statistics such as the statistical test, effect size, and
p-value.

2. Change the computed inferential statistics and view
the changes in the data that caused this change.

StatPlayground consists of a dataset selection screen where
the user can select one of the predefined datasets. These
datasets are representative of typical HCI experiments e.g.,
a keyboard layout comparison study. We prevent the user
from using custom datasets in order to avoid misappropria-
tion of the tool (e.g., data tampering).

Use Cases
The following use cases illuminate the benefits of StatPlay-
ground.

1. StatPlayground currently shows box plots of three
distributions, all of which are distributed normally and
have similar variances. A one-way ANOVA test has
been performed and the statistics are displayed (Fig.
4).
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Figure 4: The main screen of StatPlayground. (Annotations are
made in purple.)

When the user clicks beyond the whiskers of a box
plot, she creates an outlier (Fig. 2). The distribution
curve changes to indicate that it is no longer dis-
tributed normally. StatPlayground now performs a
Kruskal Wallis test and updates the reported statis-
tics.

2. StatPlayground displays box plots of two distribu-
tions, both distributed normally and having similar
variances. The distributions represent two levels of a
between-subjects factor. An unpaired t-test has been
performed and the statistics are displayed.

Figure 5: The indicators for
whether assumptions have been
satisfied (green: satisfied; red:
violated) are accompanied by
interactive visualizations.

Figure 6: The drop-up menu used
to choose a statistical test.

When the user clicks on the toggle button (see Fig. 4)
to set the independent variable as a within-subjects
factor, StatPlayground performs an unpaired t-test
and updates the reported statistics.

3. StatPlayground displays box plots of two distributions
which have a Cohen’s d effect size value of 0.2 (indi-
cates a small effect size).

When the user changes the Cohen’s d value to 0.8
(indicates a large effect size) using the slider (Fig. 3),
the box plots move farther apart to comply with the
modified statistic.

4. StatPlayground displays box plots of two distributions,
both of which are not distributed normally. A Mann
Whitney test has been performed and the statistics
are displayed.

When the user changes the statistical test (using the
drop-up menu shown in Fig. 6) to an unpaired t-test,
both distributions get transformed into normal distri-
butions.

Limitations & Future Work
StatPlayground currently supports many statistical tests
commonly used in HCI (Fig. 6). It has a Model-View-Controller
(MVC) architecture and can be easily extended to sup-
port multiple independent variables, Bayesian inference,
etc. When the user changes the computed statistics to in-
vestigate the changes in data properties, StatPlayground
chooses one possible dataset (and properties) from an infi-
nite set of datasets. In future, we plan to expand StatPlay-
ground to show many possible distributions. We also plan
to allow a more fine-grained control of data properties e.g.,
the user could ‘pin’ certain data properties or computed
statistics as constants and modify the other factors.

Relevance to CHI 2017
Statistical illiteracy is an important issue that concerns
the CHI community. Over the years, there has been an in-
crease in statistical awareness through publications, work-
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shops1, and special interest groups2. We believe StatPlay-
ground offers a fun, intuitive, and engaging way to explore
statistics and hope to gain insights from the knowledgeable
CHI audience.
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